escalators

Safety and Performance
Upgrades
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CONTROL & ANNUNCIATOR:
New microprocessor controllers are
designed to work in conjunction with
other new safety devices to provide
correct information processing and
proper escalator control. Escalator
faults are identified by the control
and illuminated in a display on the
control cabinet or the upper and
lower annunciators for easy
troubleshooting.
ESCALATOR BRAKE:
A new permanent magnet ceramic
brake can be installed. When
activated the brake is designed to
gradually stop the escalator, and
hold it stationary under full load.
The closed-loop brake circuit is
designed to meet current ASME Code
deceleration rate requirements and
operate in conjunction with a velocity
feedback encoder and microprocessor
controller.
SKIRT GAP AND STIFFNESS:
Installation of skirt stiffening channels is
designed to provide uniform clearance
between the step edge and skirt,
reducing the possibility of entrapment
between the step and skirt and
enhancing safety. See the following
pages for additional information.
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STEP RISERS:
See next page for information.
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EMERGENCY STOP BUTTONS
AND ALARM:
See next page for information.
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PIT STOP SWITCH:
Allescalator machine spaces and other
areas where access to the interior
of an escalator is provided must be
furnished with a stop switch. The stop
switch is designed to enhance safe
access by authorized personnel.
REVERSAL STOP DEVICE:
Protection against accidental or
inadvertent reversing of an escalator
operating in the UP direction is
monitored by a directional feedback
encoder designed to prevent a
reversal in the escalator’s direction.
This device, when activated, turns
off the motor and activates the
brake, bringing the escalator to a
smooth stop.
STEP DEMARCATION LIGHTS:
See next page for information.
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STEP-UP THRUST DEVICE:
This device is designed to detect
obstructions in the lower curve
area, which could cause a step to
be elevated, thus impacting the
combplate. When this device detects
a raised step, it will shut off the
motor and activate the brake to stop
the escalator.
HANDRAIL SPEED
MONITORING DEVICE:
A handrail speed sensor is designed
to measure the variation in speed
between the step band and handrail.
If speed variation becomes too great,
the controller will sound an alarm
buzzer, turn off power to the motor
and activate the brake to stop the
escalator.
MISSING STEP DEVICE:
This device is designed to detect a
missing step. When a missing step
is detected, power to the motor is
turned off and the brake is activated
to stop the escalator.
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STEP LEVEL DEVICE:
This device is designed to detect a
step that is about to enter the comb
area at a “lower elevation” than
the combplate. If a “low step” is
detected, the escalator is turned off
and the brake is applied to stop the
escalator.
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HANDRAIL ENTRY DEVICE:
See next page for information.
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COMB IMPACT DEVICE:
See next page for information.
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SAFETY SIGNS:
See next page for information.
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ACCESS COVERS:
See next page for information.
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SKIRT OBSTRUCTION DEVICE:
This device is designed to detect
obstructions between the skirt and
step at the point where the step
approaches the upper and/or lower
combplate area and shut down the
escalator if there is an entrapment.
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BROKEN STEP-CHAIN DEVICE:
Installed on the lower end carriage,
this device is designed to detect
step-chain breakage or excessive
step-chain sag.
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KONE EcoStart®:
This energy performance control is
designed to save up to 40% in energy
costs, extend motor life, and provide
a smooth, safe start. See the following
pages for additional information.
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KONE Avert™:
These escalator skirt deflector brushes
are designed to encourage safe
escalator use by providing a subtle
indicator to passengers riding near
the step’s edge. See the following
pages for additional information.
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DECK GUARDS:
See next page for information.
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STEPS:
See next page for information.
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COMB TEETH:
See next page for information.

Also available:
PROFESSIONAL STEP
CLEANING:
A three-step process which involves
a machine that removes dirt, grease,
oil, stains, etc. from the steps and is
followed up by a manual touch up.
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EMERGENCY STOP BUTTONS AND ALARM
Code requires the emergency stop button to be located at
a 45 degree angle on the escalator newel end. This increases
accessibility in the event of an emergency. An alarm bell
designed to ring whenever the cover is lifted can be installed
to discourage “nuisance pressing” of the stop button by
unauthorized persons.

STEP RISERS
Some older escalators were equipped with smooth step risers.
New steps can be installed (with cleated step treads and risers that
intermesh) that are designed to reduce the possibility of objects
becoming entrapped.

HANDRAIL ENTRY DEVICE
Code requires that this device
detects an object prior to
entering the handrail inlet
area. When activated, this
device is designed to turn the
motor off and activate the
brake to stop the escalator.

STEP DEMARCATION LIGHTS
Installation of green fluorescent
light fixtures beneath the steps
at both the upper and lower
ends differentiate the step
from the combplates. This step
demarcation is designed to
signal the passenger that the
end of the escalator is near.

STEPS
The step design provides a
clean look, better ride and
replaceable demarcation
strips for improved safety.
Demarcation inserts or
paint are optional along
the side or front of step to
warn passengers of possible
entrapment points.

COMB IMPACT DEVICE
Detection of combplate
movement in either the
horizontal or vertical direction
is required by Code. The comb
impact device is designed to
shut the motor off and activate
the brake in the event that
combplate movement is
detected.

SAFETY SIGNS
Code requires special caution
and safety signs at both ends of
the escalator.

ACCESS COVERS
Specially designed access covers
that require no more than 70
pounds of force to open can
be provided to replace older
types that no longer meet
Code requirements.

DECK GUARDS
These plastic barriers are
designed to prevent an object
and people from getting
wedged between the escalator
handrail and a wall or another
escalator.

COMB TEETH
Defines the end of a moving
escalator step and the stationary
access cover to warn passengers
to pick up their feet.
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KONE EcoStart
Key Benefits
n

 educes escalator energy
R
consumption by 20–40%*

n

Extends escalator life and up-time

n

 dds smooth starting capability
A
to the escalator

Energy Savings
EcoStart’s patented algorithms and
circuitry are used to sense the energy
used by an escalator and can reduce
energy consumption by precisely
calculating only the energy it
requires.
EcoStart reduces energy when an
escalator is operating with no load or
is lightly loaded while maintaining a
constant speed.
Life and Up-time
EcoStart has an extended life over a
standard electro-mechanical escalator
motor starter. During energy savings
it will reduce the temperature to the
motor which will increase motor life.
EcoStart has enhanced electronic
motor protection to protect escalator
motor from damaging power
fluctuations. EcoStart is specifically
engineered for escalators and is CSA
and CE certified.
*results may vary

Soft Start
The soft-start functionality of
EcoStart provides smooth
acceleration of the escalator motor
until it reaches its
normal operating speed.
EcoStart has saved energy on
escalators in the field for over a
decade. Thousands of units are
installed and benefiting end users
at sites such as:
n

Major U.S. department stores

n

Shopping malls

n

 irports/Public transportation
A
stations

n

Events centers/Museums

n

Universities

n

Medical centers

n

Leading hotel chains

Denver International Airport (DIA)
Case Study
Type of Project:
Retrofit
Applications:
Escalators and Moving Walks
Number of Units Retrofitted:
160
Estimated Average Savings:
35%
Estimated kWh Savings:
2 million kWh per year
Carbon Emission Reduction:
4 million lbs. per year
Estimated Cost Savings:
$100,000 per year
Average Payback:
3 years
Tests and Savings Estimates verified
by Xcel Energy

Graph above shows results from a test on a 40HP “down” escalator
conducted by Nevada Power.
KONE Safety and Performance Upgrades
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Code Standards
UNIT INSTALLED UNDER
THE SPECIFIED CODE

ACTION REQUIRED

< 0.15

Any

None

> 0.15 and < 0.4

A 17.1-2000 and earlier Editions

Skirt deflectors required

CODE REQUIREMENTS
Step/Skirt Performance Index

> 0.4		
		

Corrective action required to achieve
at least 0.4 with skirt deflectors

> 0.15 and < 0.25

Skirt deflectors required

A 17.1a-2002 and earlier Editions

> 0.25		
		

Corrective action required to achieve
at least 0.25 with skirt deflectors

Loaded Gap
< 0.2 in.

A 17.1d-2000 and later Editions

> 0.2 in.		
		

None
Corrective action required to achieve
no more than 0.2 in.

Note: Step-to-Skirt Clearances shall be maintained in compliance with the applicable codes at the time of installation.

Get an accurate assessment
Some escalators may need only minor adjustments to
meet these new Code requirements. Others may require
more extensive solutions. That means it’s important to get
an honest assessment today.
Once you do, we’ll be there to help you develop a plan
to meet annual testing requirements or to make any
changes that will reduce downtime, decrease energy
need, increase reliability and provide an overall safer ride.

The Escalator Step/Skirt Performance Index is a measure of
the attributes affecting the likelihood of entrapment between
the escalator skirt and step.
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KONE Avert and Solutions
(Escalator Step/Skirt Performance Index)

KONE Avert skirt deflector brushes encourage safe escalator
use by providing a subtle indicator to passengers riding near
the step’s edge.

The testing device mounts directly on the escalator step to
measure coefficient of friction and loaded gap. Loaded gap is
the measurement of the gap between the step and skirt when
25 lbs. of force are applied to the face of the skirt.

KONE Avert
n 
KONE Avert skirt deflector
brushes are designed to
follow the profile of the
skirt panel.

Skirt replacement and
track alignment
The Performance Index
must be less than or equal
to .40; this is the ideal longterm solution. Skirt brush
deflectors may also be
required by Code to
supplement skirt
replacement.

n

n

n

n

n

 urved brush holder
C
sections are formed
during fabrication to fit
the contours of your
escalator.
 tandard anodized
S
aluminum brush holders
are available in black
or silver.
 lack end caps provide
B
a smooth, attractive
contour.

n

The non-metallic brush
section is easy to remove
for maintenance, cleaning
or replacement.
 ONE Avert skirt deflector
K
brushes are designed to
accommodate annual
performance index tests
without brush removal in
most cases. This means
less downtime during
testing.
 his is often the easiest
T
and most cost-effective
solution if the Performance
Index value falls within a
specified range.

Skirt adjustment
There is a short-term solution
if the Performance Index
value reaches .40. If the
Performance Index value
exceeds .15 then skirt
brushes are required. Skirt
brush deflectors may also
be required by Code to
supplement skirt adjustment.

Skirt refinishing
This is the prescribed
solution for older escalators
with skirt designs that
cannot be replaced and
where the loaded gap is
optimal, meaning that a
slight reduction of the
coefficient of friction will
bring Code compliance.
Skirt brush deflectors may
also be required by Code
to supplement skirt
refinishing.
Test device
A testing device measures
an escalator’s loaded gap
and the coefficient of friction
of the skirt panel. The
device uses this data to
calculate a Performance
Index value. The code
specifies acceptable index
values and loaded gap
measurements.
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U.S. Offices
U.S. Operations Center
One KONE Court
Moline, Illinois 61265
1-800-956-KONE (5663)
Canadian Operations Centre
6696 Financial Drive, Unit 2
Mississauga, Ontario L5N 7J6
1-905-858-8383
KONE Mexico, S.A. de C.V.
Clavel 227
Colonia Atlampa
Mexico City, D.F. 06450
+52.55.1946.0100
For the latest product information
and interactive design tools, visit
www.kone.us

Alabama
Birmingham
Mobile
Arizona
Phoenix
Tucson

205-944-1032
251-661-7522
623-434-3599
520-624-3125

Arkansas
Little Rock

501-758-1889

California
Cypress
Sacramento
San Diego
San Francisco
Santa Barbara

714-890-7080
916-372-1458
858-578-5100
510-351-5141
805-349-1013

Colorado
Denver

303-792-3423

Connecticut
Hartford

860-257-9277

Delaware

856-251-1555

District of Columbia
Washington, DC
301-459-8660

Iowa
Des Moines
Quad Cities

515-243-0109
309-797-3232

Kansas
Wichita

316-942-1201

Kentucky
Louisville

North Dakota

651-452-8062

Ohio
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus

513-755-6195
440-546-1100
614-866-1751

502-491-0565

Louisiana
Baton Rouge
New Orleans

Oklahoma
Oklahoma City
Tulsa

405-682-5651
918-258-0582

225-291-5270
504-736-0776

Oregon
Portland

503-652-1011

Maine

781-828-6355

Maryland
Baltimore

410-766-2100

Massachusetts
Boston

Pennsylvania
Harrisburg
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

717-653-7177
856-488-8830
412-279-1561

781-828-6355

Rhode Island

781-828-6355

South Carolina

704-597-0430

South Dakota
Sioux Falls

605-336-1578

Tennessee
Knoxville
Memphis
Nashville

865-938-3444
901-758-8320
615-360-7013

Michigan
Detroit
Grand Rapids

734-513-6944
616-534-3300

Minnesota
Minneapolis

651-452-8062

Mississippi
Jackson

601-939-7597

Missouri
Kansas City
St. Louis
Springfield

816-531-2140
314-521-8800
417-862-1174

Texas
Austin
Dallas
Houston
San Antonio

512-443-0967
469-549-0581
281-442-6619
210-491-0485

Florida
Jacksonville
Miami
Naples
Orlando
Tampa

904-292-0225
954-437-4300
239-598-9310
407-812-8033
813-635-0330

Georgia
Atlanta

770-427-3373

Montana
Helena

406-449-1399

801-977-1144

Hawaii
Honolulu

808-836-2231

Nebraska
Omaha

Utah
Salt Lake City

402-592-7381

Vermont

781-828-6355

Idaho

801-977-1144

702-269-0919

Virginia
Richmond

804-328-1032
425-861-9696

Illinois
Chicago
Peoria
Quad Cities
Rockford
Springfield
Indiana
Fort Wayne
Indianapolis

630-629-3100
309-697-9011
309-797-3232
815-874-1502
217-544-5461
260-484-9586
317-788-0061

Nevada
Las Vegas

781-828-6355

New Jersey
Warren

Washington
Seattle

908-626-0220

New Mexico
Albuquerque

505-888-0626

West Virginia
Charleston
Morgantown

614-866-1751
412-279-1561

New York
Albany
New York City

518-464-0002
718-361-7200

Wisconsin
Milwaukee

262-373-0460

Wyoming

303-792-3423

North Carolina
Charlotte

704-597-0430

Manitoba
Winnipeg

204-895-2942

Nova Scotia
Halifax

902-450-1102

Quebec
Montreal
Quebec City
Sherbrooke

514-284-5663
418-877-1494
819-821-2182

Ontario
Hamilton
Kingston
Ottawa
Toronto

905-648-3188
613-531-6262
613-225-8222
905-948-2230

New Hampshire

Canada Offices
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